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COMPARATIVE STUDY OF PHYSICAL IMPAIRMENTS IN 850 
PSYCHIATRIC PATIENTS AND IN OTHER POPULATION GROUPS 
INTRODUCTION 
During the period extending from June 11, 1935 to 
August 25, 1935, comDlete physical and neurological exa-
minations were done on eight hundred fifty patients in the 
P~stings State Hospital, Ingleside, Nebraska. The work 
was· done entirely by H. D. Kuper and myself, acting as 
Junior Internes at the Hospital during that summer, under 
the. direction of Superintendent J. C. Nielsen, who was 
desirous of having a check-up survey made of the physical 
condition of as many of the patients as time would permit. 
As will be readily seen from the results obtained, 
such a survey was very timely in many respects. A great 
many of the patients, particularly those who had been in 
the Institution since the early 1890's, had never had a 
physical examination of any kind, as long as they had 
been there. (Until recent years, mental hospitals in 
Nebraska were nothing more than custodial institutions.) 
Naturally, a great many findings were made of such path-
ology as is amenable to treatment, thereby bringing at-
tention to such, to make those patients more comfortable, 
improve their usefulness to the Hospital, possibly im-
prove the mental condition of some, and, which is very 
important, caused isolation of those patients found to 
be tuberculous to prevent further spread. These, of 
course, are the great values of periodic health examin-
ations of any group of persons. 
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Since the male patients as a whole are less prone to 
complain than the females, and the female wards have as-
signed to them most of the Registered Nurses employed, 
therefore getting better care daily, it was thought ad-
visable to examine the males first. Consequently, the 
eight hundred fifty patients examined represent seventeen 
male wards, and only one female ward of thirty-two pa-
tients. The actual work of making examinations was 
stonned at this point, because it was desired to have 
some tangible record of the findings put under one cover 
for rapid reference for therapeutic and statistical ac-
tivities. So the remaining time from August 25th to 
September 5th was spent in placing the 850 records in 
alphabetical order as to names of patients, and listing 
those patients coming under e~ch physical finding. 
This "index" was such, that, for.example, instead 
of searching through the files for all patients found to 
have chest pathology, the Staff PhYSician could look in 
the II index!! under "Chest Pathology" and find every patient 
listed there, in alphabetical order, in whom there were 
nositive chest findings. Then he could go to the files 
and determine just what the pOSitive finding was, and 
take the necessary steps for more certain diagnosis of 
the condition. In this way, a good many patients who 
had ground parole, who were working in the kitchens, and 
,-
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were otherwise mixing with the other patients, were found 
by x-ray and sputum examination to have active tubercu-
losis, after we had found and reported positive physical 
• >, ~ ~ 
signs in the chest. 
The ttindex" makes possible a statistical study where-
by the percentage-incidence can bedatermined of any of the 
physical impairments found in the 850 patients examined, 
and that number of patients should make up a sufficiently 
large group (being over one-half of the total Ingleside 
population) to be a fairly good cross section of the 
Institution. With these figures available, it was thought 
it might be of interest to compare the incidence of 
various imuairments in the Mental Hospital, where the life 
of a large number of the patients is almost ideally vege-
tative, with the same impairments in vari:)u8 groups of 
the general population, subject to worry, high-pressure 
living, improper diet, industrial hazards, etc. 
Sydenstricker (13, 14) takes up studies of impair-
ments from a standpoint of comparison with death rates, 
especially to point out the fallacies of relying upon 
mortality figures as an index to the health of a popu-
lation. He asks: "What is ill health? To say that ill 
health is 'a deviation from normal health' is to merely 
indulge in one of those impressive but unsatisfying dic-
tionary definitions. For, how much of morbldity itself 
is 'normal' reaction, in the process of natural adjust-
ment to environment? How many imDairments and conditions, 
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com~only denoted as disease, are merely signs of 'normal' 
wearing out of human clocks, some of whom are set by 
heredity to run a longer time than others? When is death 
itself 'normal t --- at three-score years and ten, or at the 
century mark, or even at Methuselah's reputed age? How 
long a time, in fact, did Methuselah take to die in?" So 
he concedes at the outset that health or ill health is a 
relative thing, measurable at present only by some assumed 
standards with which we are all more or less familiar, 
even if not in strict agreement upon. 
We all should agree with Sydenstricker that no cri-
terion can be very exact, for several reasons, one of which 
is that Dhysicians, upon whom we depend for most of our 
data do not invariably agree in their diagnoses. Yet it 
is reasonably certain that the statistical picture, if not 
taken in too much detail, will not be without considerable 
accuracy, and certainly much interest. 
The present indices of ill health set forth are: 
(1) Death rates-- snecific for sex, age and cause; or 
life eXDectancy tables. 
(2) Morbidity rates-- among persons of given sex and 
age, either u90n frequency over a oeriod of time, or UDon 
prevalence at an instant of time. 
(3) Physical impairment rates among persons of given 
sex and age for specific impairments as ascertained by exa-
mination or repeated observation. 
It is unfortunate that problems of public health are 
set forth in lethal terms, because of the universality of 
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the use of death rates as an index of illness. For exa-
mple, in worthy attempts to ascertain the prevalence of 
tuberculosis or cancer, statisticians have classified 
deaths under that title when the attending physician re-
Dorts it on the death certificate as merely contributory 
to the actual cause as he observed it. In addition, a 
mistaken idea has developed in and from public health l,York; 
namely, that a low death rate indicates low ill health 
incidence. iflhat really matters more to oub11c health and 
the physicians, in their scientific searching for causes 
and conditions, and in their preventive work, is not deaths 
but ill health. 
The Army draft examinations, the Life Extension In-
stitute surveys, and other similar studies have revealed the 
fact that a large proportion of our adult male pODulation, 
at ages when they should be at fullest vigor, have serious 
impairments. At Dresent, Collins (3) and Sydenstricker 
believe, insufficient work under Similar and uniform con-
ditions has been done to make accurate comparisons of var-
ious groups of the copulation as to differences in incidence 
of defects among the groups, and why they exist; but that 
already done has been sufficient to let us know that such 
defects do exist. This is about all (and we agree with 
the authors) the data available at the present time can 
tell us. In:ft:t ct, Collins says that really useful sickness 
records are still non-ex&stent (1935). 
To further illustrate his point of contention, Syden-
-
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stricker points out that an exceedingly unhealthful region 
may exhibit a relatively low mortality, as, for example, a 
heavily infested hookworm locality or a region abounding in 
malaria. Pellagra may be widely prevalent in a community 
without nerceptibli affecting its general death rate, or 
even increasing materially the number of deaths from the 
disease itself. Instances of the same sort could be multi-
plied. The ill health that is manifested in symptoms, in 
discomfort, in lessened vigor and efficiency, even in ill-
ness and suffering, is not ref.1.ected in the death rate. 
except for certain diseases, for any purpose oracticable 
in preventive work. 
Of far greater importance to the sanitarian than the 
life table or the list of causes of death is a view of the 
health situation as depicted by records of the occurrence 
of Sickness and its causes. 
Such a view of the health--- as contrasted with the 
death--- situation is not an impossible dream. While their 
significance may not yet be fully recognized, a successful 
series of attempts has recently been made to collect 
records of disease incidence and prevalence in addition to 
and wholly apart from the notification of communicable 
diseases for administrative purposes. Within the 
natural limitations of the methods employed these efforts 
have been rewarded with considerable success. Continuous 
sickness records for industrial employees, school Children, 
and other groups are yielding a knowledge of the incidence 
of certain diseases that hitherto had not been possible 
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from mortality statistics or from statistics of notifiable 
diseases. Sickness surveys have made a similar contri-
bution to the knowledge of disease prevalence. Physical 
examinations of many groups, some of them on a large 
scale, have revealed conditions before not recognized nor 
even imagined. 'The various investigators agree that 
these beginnings in morbidity data already have done more 
than bring to light conditions previously not adequately 
known; they have given glimpses of what the sanitarian 
has long wanted to see--- a picture of the public-health 
situation as a whole, drawn in proper perspective and 
Dainted in true colors. 
It was found that there are so many angles from which 
the subject he.s been studied in the general population, 
even in the relatively limited amount of work that has been 
Dublished on the subject, that it is difficult to Dick out 
truly comparable data. However, this oaper will have 
accomplished a great deal if it gives no other information 
than that of pointing out the need for universal periodic 
health examinations in the United States, both in insti-
tutions and in the general population; the need for a 
more uniform method of tabulating results; and the fact 
that morbidity rates of a pO'Julatlon are a more accurate 
indication of its state of health than are death rates. 
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METHODS OF EXAMINATIOt~ AT INGLESIDE 
Of prime importance in evaluating the results of any 
mass health examination is the uniformity of method of 
examination and of interpreting findings. This question 
of uniformity a~pears in all the literature where re~orts 
are made on great numbers of physical examinations, done 
by a large number of physicians. The difflculaty is seen 
even in the United States Army Reports of defects found 
in drafted recruits, where not only differences in find-
ings existed among the individual men making the examina-
tions, but where some of the mobilization camps were found 
to be much more strict in their findings, and rejected 
more men for defects than did others. 
In this matter of uniformity, we feel that our reoort 
of the grouD of 850 patients is especially of value, be-
cause only two men made all t nstions, working to-
gether in the same ward at the same time, each examining 
an entire patient by himself, and calling on the other for 
consultation on any finding about which he was not certain. 
All eauipment necessary for complete physical and 
neurological examination was supplied for us in duplicate, 
so that each could examine a separate patient, taking two 
at a time. An attendant was detailed to set up the equip-
ment each day, weigh each patient, clerk, clean the rectal 
gloves at the end of each day, supply clean linens and 
gowns daily, and move the equipment to the next ward as 
one was finished. All patients on a ward were examined 
before moving to the next, and on each ward we were given 
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a quiet room in which to work. 
An average of about one hour was spent on each patient. 
The more mentally~teriorated patients cooperated very 
poorly, and this 1s believed to be one rather serious 
source of error, especially from the standpOint ~f missing 
pathology, but on the whole, the examinations were considered 
quite satisfactory. The following is the plan of exami-
nation. followed: 
Date PHYSICAL EXA3HNATION Dr. 
GENERAL A'>PEARANCE Development, nutrition, race, sex, 
age, height, weight, habitus (as-
thenic, athletic, pyknic, dysplastic), station (ambulatory 
or recumbent), and a general statement as to whether the 
patient aJpears nhysically well or ill (temperature if 
elevated) • 
INTEGUMENTARY SYSTEM Skin: temperature, texture, mois-
ture, elasticity, scars, eruptions, 
contusions, lacerations, pigmentations, ulcerations, etc. 
Nails: ridging, pitting, curving, color. Subcutaneous 
tissue: amou.nt, distribution, tumors, hemorrhage, edema. 
Mammae: size, tenderness, masses, retraction of nipples, 
secretion, etc. 
SKELETAL SYSTEM Skull: size, shape, symmetry, con-
dition of bones, exostoses, depres-
sions, etc. Vertebral col~: deformity, mobility, tender-
ness, pain on movement. bQng Bones: size, symmetry, de-
formity, tenderness, leSions, etc~ Joints: swelling, ten-
derness, mobility, redness, pain on movement, deformity. 
EESPIRATOHY SYSTEM Nose: obstructlon, discharge from 
anterior or posterior nares, de-
viated or nerforated sentum, enistaxis, etc. Larvnx, 
trachea, thorax: type, deformity, local retraction or 
bulging, Pottenger I s signs, etc. Lungs: t'7pe and charac-
ter of res~iration, rate, freedom of expansion of the two 
Sides, tactile and vocal fremitus, local tenderness, fric-
tion rubs, resonance, lung borders, diaphragmatio excur-
Sion, vocal, tussive and voice sounds, rales or other 
adventitious sounds. 
CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM Heart: apex beat, F'.M.I.
i 
abnormal 
pulsations, shocks, thri Is, fric-
tion rubs, area of cardiac dullness, enlargement, heart 
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sounds, intensity of A-2 and P-2, rhythm, murmurs (area 
best heard, pitch, time, quality, transmission). Peri-
nheral arteries: thiclITless of walls, beading, tortuosity, 
pulse (rate, rhythm, volume, quality, blood pressure). 
Perinheral veins: abnormal pulsations, varicosities, etc. 
Oapillaries: abnormal pulsations, telangiectases, heman-
giomata. Lymph B1and~ and vessels: local enlargement of 
glands, engorgement of vessels, lymphangitis, edema, etc. 
GAS'TROINTESTINAL SYSTEM Mouth: condition of and lesioris 
. . of lips, buccal mucosa, gums, 
teeth, tongue, palate and uvula. Pharynx: inflammation, 
leSions, etc. Tonsils: sepsis, hypertrophy, surgery, etc. 
Abdomen: sharye, surface markings, bulging, tenderness, 
muscular spasticity, distention, viscerae (size, shape, 
~osition, consistency, mobility, tenderness), masses. 
Anus: hemorrhoids, fissures, fistulae, etc. 
GENITOURINARY SYSTEM Kidneys: bulging, redness or 
tenderness in lumbar areas, spas-
ticity of muscles on affected side, size, shape, mobility, 
tenderness and position as determined by abdominal palpa-
tion. 0reters: tenderness along course, flexion of thigh 
on affected side. Bladder: distention, tenderness, in-
continence. rrale genitalia: note abnormalities of peniS, 
scrotum, e:Jididymus, inguinal rings, prostate and seminal 
vesicles. Female genitalia: note abnormalities of labia, 
clitoris, Bartholin's glands, vagina, pelvic floor, cervix 
uteri, uterus and adnexia, particularly a,s to di scharge, 
tenderness, masses, etc. 
ENDOCRINE SYSTEM Note physical signs and symptoms 
indicative of the classical syn-
dromes of dysfunction of the oituttary, thyroid, thymus, 
adrenal s, and .6.Qnads. 
NEUROMUSCULAR SYS1'EM Cranial Nerves: olfactory--sense 
of smell; optic--acuity of viSion, 
visual fields, oDhthalmoscopic (note the condition of the 
diSC, veins, arteries and retinae in general, hemorrhage, 
exudation, separation, etc.); oculomotor, trochlear and 
abducens--ptosis, strabismus, nystagmus, pupillary re-
flexes (size of pupils, inequality, irregularity, accom-
modation to L & A, consensual reflex); trigeminal--motor 
root (muscles of mastication, palate and masseter reflex); 
sensory root (face, buccal a.nd nasal mucosa, conjunctivae 
and cornea, taste); facial--muscles of expression; audi-
tor;v--acuity of hearing, Rinne's, Weber's·and Schwabach's 
tests, otoscopic; glOSSO')harynreal. vagus and spinal ac-
cessory--paresis or paralysisnhonation, articulation, 
deglutItion, palate and uvula); hypoglossal--chewing, 
swallowing and speaking, deviation on protrUSion, tremors. 
Reflexes: sUDerficial--Dlantar, cremasteric, inguinal, 
abdominals, corneal and nharyngeal; deep--pat-ellar, 
achilles, periosteal, radial, biceps, triceps, Hoffman. 
Motor Apparatus: clonic convulsions or spasms, tonic con-
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vulsions or spasms, contractions, fibrillary twitchings, 
tre$ors, choreic or athetoid movements, associated move-
ments, forced movements, catatonia, myotonia, ataxia, 
asynergia, apraxia, Romberg's test, trophic disturbances 
(atroehy, hYDertro:)hy, pseudohypertrophy, skin. and joint 
disturbances). Sensory Aoparatus: tactile, pain, pressure, 
thermal, muscular and joint sensibility; vibratory, move-
ment and position sensibility; stereognostic sensibility. 
Paresthesias, hyperesthesias, reflex radiation of pain. 
Autonomic ApDaratus: disturbances of vaso-motor control, 
sphincter control, sexual control and certain visceral 
'Jhenomena. 
PHYSICAL DIAGNOSES Made from a summary of positive 
findings in the above. 
Each patient's findings were written according to the above 
11an before beginning the eXRmination of the next patient, 
and at the end of each day the report8 were sent to be 
typed for the files. 
RESUL'l'S OF EXAliINAI'IONS 
Based upon the total of 850 patients examined, the 
more important physii:ci:al findings and their incidence in 
per cent of total number of oatients' examlned were as 
follows: 
Patients with no lJositlve flndlngs----3.9% 
GENERAL APPEARANCE & INTEGUMENTARY SYSTEM 
. Acne Rosacea----O.23% Ichthyosis----O.47% 
Acne VulP-:aris----4.4% Keloid----O.47Gfo 
Cachexia':::-- - 3. 3~ LeukolJlakia-- -'-0 .58% 











Chest Pathology----ll.8% Deviated septum----4.4% 
Pulm. T.B. (to 3/23/36)--7.5% Hoarseness----O.7% 
Bronchitis---~1.4% Nasal Catarrh----5.4% 
CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM 






Pulmonic v. lesion----0.23% 
Tachycardia (over 100)--4.8% 
Varicose Veins----lO% 
Vasco Hypertension----22.8% 
Vase. ~{:n:;Gtension----2.1 ~ " - I" 
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GASTROINTESTINAL SYSTEM 
Palpable Abdominal Mass--O.7% 
Abdominal Tenderness--~-1.5% 
Dental Caries----28.1% 




Hernia, dire inguin.---2.1% 












Anorchism & Cryptorchism----l.3% (of 818 males) 
Atrophy of testis----7% r1 II II 























































The above list of findings is by no means all the 
findings made, but merely the more important ones. For the 
purpose of making a comparative study, it was deemed ad-
visable to use only pulmonary and cardiovascular impairments. 
Even with only these two general diviSions, it was found 
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difficult to find thoroughly comuarable figures per se; 
the principal difficulties being in finding c')inparable age 
groups and finding actual definite percentages of inci-
dence of the impairments in each, and the same actual 
imoairments t6 compare in many cases. To illustrate, the 
U. S. Army reoorts of the defects found in the drafted men 
give the annual rates per thousand, all of which had to be 
made comuarable by multiplying by the time over which the 
work was done, or 2.75 years, and converting to per cent. 
Also, they give three separate lists: (1) defects in re-
jected men, (2) discharges for disability, and (3) hos-
pital admissions. The latter two groups very probably over-
lap considerably. However, a few tables of total values 
given may be used with considerable accuracy, and c'~Darlsons 
made on ryercentage of incidence in com'Jarable age groups. 
Th<? average age of the patients examined at Ingleside 








Distribution ran as follows: 








Tables I, II and III give the results obtained at 
Ingleside, from three angles of consideration; the actual 
number of each impairment in each age group, the percentage 
of each of the total, and the percentage of each of the age 
group in which it 11es. The latter consideration is of 
little value in age grauns with a very small number of oatlents. 
) ) 
TABLE I--PULMONARY AND CARDIOVASCULAR IMPAIRMF.NTS BY AGE GROUPS 
Examinations made from June 11, 1935 to August 25, 1935, Hastings State Hospital, Ingle-
side t Nebraska. 818 me,leE!.1-32 fernaleE!.!.. __ ABSqLUTFL~!YMBER~L __ . __ . __ 
Impairment _, ___ . . _ ~ge .Gr~ups ._. __________ ~_ • 
Ages 15+ 20+ )~5:_9._.QQ:_4_~p_-:2..._!Q-4 45-:-9 50-4 55::.L60-:,!_ 65-9 70-4 75-9. 80+ TOTAL 
All patients 4 22 42 73 60 76 103 98 99 79 80 52 33 29 850 - ' -:: ." - - - .:: ... - ..,. ----= 
Pulm.T:B~ 6 11 10 9 3 6 2 7 3 6 1 64 
Other lung path. - 1 3 5 5 6 3 4 3 2 32 
Poss.lung.path. 1 2 4 4 5 12 15 12 14 3 7 10 1 5 96 
Bronchi tis 1 1 1 l: _ 4 ~._ _ __ -. 2 1 12 
Aortic v .1es.- ._--" 1 1-' 2 3 1 8 
Arteriosc1eros. 2 6 20 30 44 52 48 57 42 25 29 355 
Card.arythmia 1 1 1 2 4 3 2 8 8 12 10 2 12 66 
Card.enlargern't 1 2 6 4 6 12 26 20 23 10 9 12 131 
Mitral insuff. 2 2 3 6 14 15 17 14 15 14 9 3 5 119 
MitDa1 sten. 1 2 3 
Pulm.v.les. 1 1 2 
T achy cardi a 1 1 3 3 6 5 4 7 3 4 2 2 41 
Varicose veins 2 2 7 9 10 10 16 14 7 5 3 85 
Hypertension 2 5 6 11 7 20 33 25 41 22 14 8 194 
~potension 1 5 ~ 2 2 5 l ____ ~ 1 ~~ 
Obesity 1 1 3 1 4 8 10 6 3 4 2 43 
II C cardiov. dis. - 1 2 1 1 4 7 6 3 4 2 31 
~!l.y:r) e rt en s . ____ _ ______ 23 
IIPulmonary T. B." means all patients who have been proven by x-ray and sputum exa-
minations to have the disease, up to Ma.rch 23, 1936. The work of x-ray and sputum 
checks is still in progress, so others in "Other lung pathology" and "POSSible lung 




TABLE II--PULMONARY AND CARDIOVASCULAR IMPAIRMENTS BY AGE GHOUPS 
Examinations made from June 11, 1935 to August 25, 1935} Hastings State Hospital, Ingle-
side, Nebr~k~..:... 818 males, 32 .f.emales. pEIiQ~'rAGES..ill' AQ;rL.GR9UJ:S ______ "_" 
--.lmpaiI'Illent __ ,Age, (j,roups ____ '_, ":::--:--:::::-=--=--::-::::-:-:--'='=-:-:::-
Ages _ 15+. 20+ 25::-9 30-4 35-~ __ ~Y-'L_1_5-9 50-4 55-9 60-4 65-9 70-4 75-9 _80+ 1QTAL 
All Pati~nts 4 22 42 73 60 76 ~03 __ 98 99 79 ~O 52 33 29 850 
Pulm.T.B-. - 27 26.0 14.0 15.0' 4.0 5.8-- 2.0 7.0 -3.8 7.5 3.0 7-::-5' 
Other lung path - - 1.4 4.0 4.8 5.1 6.0 3.8 5.0 5.7 6.0 3.7 
Poss.lung path. 25. 9. 9.5 5.4 8,3 16.0 14.5 12.2 14.0 3.8 8.7 18.2 3.0 17. 11.3 
Bronchitis ?3 1.4 1.7 1.3 3.~ ~.O 2.5 1.2 1.~ 
Aortic v.les. 1.3 1.0 2.0 3.7 3.0 0.9 
Arterioscleros. 2.7 10.0 26.0 29.0 44.8 52.5 60.7 71.0 80.0 75.7 100 41.7 
Card.arythmia 25. 5. 2.3 3.3 5.2 2.9 2.0 8.0 10.1 15.0 19.2 6.0 41 7.7 
Card.enlargern't 5. 2.7 10.0 5.2 5.8 12.2 26.2 25.0 28.7 19.2 27.2 41 -15.4 
Mitral insuff. 9 4.7 4.1 10.0 18.4 14.5 17.3 14.0 19.0 17.5 17.3 9.0 17 14.0 
Mitral sten. 1.3 2.0 0.3 
Pulm.v.les. - 1.2 3.0 0.2 
Tachycardia 5. 2.3 4.1 5.0 8.0 4.8 4.1 7.0 3.8 5.0 3.8 7 4.8 
Varicose veins 2.7 3.3 9.2 8.7 10.2 10.0 20.2 17.5 13.4 15.1 10 10.0 
Hypertension 4.7 6.8 10.0 14.4 6.8 20.2 33.4 31.6 51.2 42.3 42.4 28 22.8 
Hl:0ote}l~ion 2.3 6,8 _ 2.0 2.0 6.3. 1.2 1.9 _ __3 __ !h.1 
Obesity 2.3 1.4 - 4.0 0.9 4.1 8.0 12.6 7.5 5.7 12.1 7 5.0 
" 5 cardiov.dis. 1.4 2.6 0.9 1.0 4.0 8.8 7.5 5.7 12.1 7 3.6 




TABLE III--PUUJIONARY AND CARDIOVASCULAR IMPAIRMENTS BY AGE (i-ROUPS 
Examina tions made from June ll, 1935 to August 25, 1935, Hastings St,ate Hospital, Ingle-
sid~ebr~ska. 818 m~les, 32 Zemales. 1.:ERCENTAGES OF' TOTAL 
Imoairment _ _ ____ ~e Groups ._.. _ 
Ag e L ______ d5+ gO+.?5--9, 30:-4,_ 35 :::_~~O -4 _-.1.Q.:-Y_f50-::~L,.g5,?-9._.§,Q:::4 _t?§=~_._70-:-D5-9 80+_.1j)T ~ 
All Patients 4 22 42 73 60 76 103 98 99 79 80 52 33 29 850 
Pu 1m. T . B . .-7 i. 3 1 .-2"--"1. 0 0 • 3-' '0-:'7 0 :-2 0 :8-= '0 :-fr--C;:c.7 '-0:1"'" 7 • 5 
Other lung path 0.1 0.3 0,6 0.6 0.7 0.3 0.5 0.3 0.2 3.7 
Poss:lung path .. 1 .2 0.5 0.5 0.6 1.4 1.7 1.4 1.6 0.3 0.8 1.2 0.1 .6 11.3 
Bronchitis 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.5 0.1 0.2 0.1 - 1.4 
Aortic v.1es'. ' ~ -- ---·o.i- o.i '0.2 , .. " 0.3 ---- ~: 0.1 -_. 0.9 
Arteriosc1eros. 0.2 0.7 2.3 3.5 5.1 6.1 5.6 6.7 4.9 2.9 3.4 41.7 
Card.arythmia .1 .1 0.1 0.2 0.5 0.3 0.2 0.9 0.9 1.4 1.2 0.21.4 7.7 
Card.enlargem't .1 0.2 0.7 0.5 0.7 1.4 3.0 2.3 2.7 1.2 1.0 1.4 15.4 
Mitral insuff. .2 0.2 0.3 0.7 1.6 1.7 2.0 1.6 1.7 1.6 1.0 0.3 .6 14.0 
Mitral sten. 0.1 0.2 0.3 
Pulm.v.les. 0.1, 0.1 0.2 
Tachycardia .1 0.1 0.3 0.3 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.8 0.3 0.5 0.2 .2 4.8 
Varicose veins 0.2 0.2 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.2 1.8 1.6 0.8 0.6 .3 10.0 
Hypertension 0.2 0.6 0.7 1.3 0.8 2.3 3.8 2.9 4.7 2.5 1.6 .9 22.8 
H;ypotension _____ =-___ - 0.1 0.6 __ ,_..::::... __ .__ 0.2 9..:£_....2. t?~L~J.. ___ -=_.1:....,_ 2.). 
Obesity 0.1 0.1 0.30.1 0.5 0.9 1.2 0.7 0.3 0.5 .2 5.0 
It C cardiov.dis. - 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.5 0.8 0.7 0.3 0.5 .2 3.6 




P..EVIEW OF OTHER WORK Dm~E, WITH COMPARISONS 
United States Ar~ 
The most extensive work reported in the literature is 
that in connection with the physical examinations of the 
men drB.fted for service in the i':[or1d War. The results are 
given in the various reports of the Surgeon General, COID-
Di1ed by Davenport and Love (4, 9, 10, 11). The initial 
selective draft of 1917 UDon the male pODulation of mili-
tary age to meet the emergencies of the ~,'1or1d War gave the 
first opportunity in half a century to make a census of the 
physical constitution of the people of the United States. 
Out of about 10,000,000 males registered, ages 21-30 
years, 2,510,000 were examined 8<t local boards, and about 
730,000, or 29.1% were reject~d on physical grounds. After 
December 15, 1917 3,208,446 were examined physically by 
local boards, up to September 11, 1918. Out of these two 
groups during the period down to May, 1918, approximately 
a million men were sent to mobilization camps, and any 
phys~eal defects found in them were recorded. 
The severi ty of the ::Jhysical examination standards 
varied during the period. It became more liberal from 
July, 1917 to February, 1918, and for the remainder of the 
period under consideration it retUrned to previous rigor. 
Also, the percentage of rejections at mobilization camps 
shows a fluctuation between the different camps. This was 
due largely to a variation in the ideals of the physical 
examination boards at the var}ous camps. Of recruits from 
-, 
the same Dart of the country, Camp Meade .:'e,jected only 
0.82%, whereas Camp Devens rejected 8.65%, etc. Despite 
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this large fluctuation in the percentage of rejections at 
the various camps, the authors state that it is Qossible 
to show that the incidence of particular defects and dis-
eases in different sections of the country is very different. 
The strikingly high incidence of goitre, for example, in 
the regions of the Great Lakes and the Northwest was 
(Jointed out very clearly. 
The above mentioned 10,000,000 males registered by 
June 5, 1917, of 21-30 years of age coming under the seled-
tive-service law, made up about 20% of the total male popu-
lation of the country. Of this first draft 1,057,363 were 
certified for military service UD to May, 1918. Let it be 
borne in mind that it is the findings on men sent to the 
mobilization camps, after being passed ~ the local boards, 
that are re-'Jorted here, so that a more or less roughly 
selected group was examined at the camps, and the report 
is therefore not a true picture of the pODu18tion taken at 
random. For the pur)ose of exaJlining reeruits, each state 
was divided into districts, one to each c~unty, except in 
. 
cities of over 30,000 population, which latter were divided 
into a district for each 30,000 po~ulation. Thus 4,557 
local boards were formed. Each board was compo':'edJf three 
members, eme of whom was a Dhysi,cian a~'C)ointed by the 
governor of the state. In many cases the physic ian cUd all 
the 9hysical examining, in others he was ai~Gd by other 
Dhysicians. The physicianis findings were considered final 
in rejecting a man onphysioal grounds, and, as stated, 
29.1% of the 2,510,000 examined by locai boards were so 
rejected. 
The following are figures given for the draft group 
named above, in findings comparable to the Ingleside defects 
under d·iscussion: 
Impairment 
Valvular Disease ~f Heart 
Cardiac Enlargement 












7.19 132 15.5 
0.53 131 15.4 
0.61 107 12.5 
1.44 85 10.0 
4.94 64 7.5 
The overwhelmingly higher incidence in the Ingleside group 
aiJparent in this com:')arison can be explained on the basis of 
age. The first four impairments listed are largely diseases 
of more advanced years, which the Ingleside group represents, 
while tuberculosis, pre-eminently a disease of youth, shows 
figbnes3more nearly alike. The drafted men represent a 
group taken from the entire United States, both urban and 
rural, whereas the Ingleside patients all come from rural 
communities entirely. The wade compiled by Love and Daven-
~ort shows a rather marked difference in incidence of de-
fects in men from urban districts as contrasted to those 
from rural ~arts of the country. So let us compare the 
percentages found in the rural drafted men, aa.d those in 
the Ingleside patients belonging to the same age group as 
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A factor in c"ausing the Ingleside figures in the above 
to aopear large in some instances is the relatively small 
number of natients in the age group of 20-30 years. Then, 
too, when one remembers that the drafted men figures are 
not truly of the general male pODulation of that age, be-
cause of the f1 weeding out" that was done by local boards 
before the study was made, those figures should be lower 
than would be found in the po~ulation at large. The very 
much higher incidence of pulmonary tuberculosis found in 
the hospital can also be explained, it is believed, on the 
basiS that over 60% of the patients are deteriorated 
schizo)hrenics, who suend most of their time sitting in 
a stooped pOSition, giving very poor ventilation to their 
lungs, have extremely unhygienic personal habits and must 
be c~nstantly' kept from eating out of each other's tray, 
. etc. A fair number of active cases of tuberculosis had 
been flat large" about the institution for years, contact-
ing others, and it is very difficult to keeD many of the 
known tuberculars in bed for pDoper treatment. On the 
other hand, the pRtients are not eXDosed to dampness and 
cold, lowering the chances for rheumatic fever to gain a 
-
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foothold, and causing a lower incidence of valvular les-
ions of the heart. 
The Army statisticians found that aDoarently the 
incidence of pulmonary tuberculosis as detected at the 
mobilization camps was more than one-third greater in 
rural districts than in cities. It does not, they say, 
necessarily follow that pulmonary tuberculosis is present 
in larger proportion in the rural than in the city oopu-
lation, for the men examined reoresented a poculation 
from which the tuberculosis had already been subtracted 
by the local boards. The result may well be acc,unted 
for on the assumotion that the local boards of rural dis-
tricts were less efficient in detecting and eliminating 
tuberculosis than were the local boards of the cities. 
On this matter, a c~nsideration of all rejections in ratio 
to number of men examined may be had. These ratios are, 
city to rural, 47.65 to 49.63 respectively. There is 
consequently an excess of 1.89 in the rural districts, 
or, as comnared With the ratio from the cities, an excess 
of about 4 per cent. It may be concluded, therefore, 
that either examiners at the local boards in the rural 
districts were relatively less efficient in detecting 
tuberculosis in the recruits than in detecting other de-
fects, or else that there is a real excess of active pul-
monary tuberculosis in the young men 20 to 30 years of age, 
in the rural districts. 




the order of frequency of the various diseases and defects 
found in the first million drafted recruits. Pes planus 
comes highest in the list, at 17.7%, and myocarditis low-
est at 0.018% The conditions in which we are interested 
ranged in this graoh as follows: 
8. Valvular heart disease (7.19) 
11. Pulmonary tuberculosis (4.94) 
22. Varicose velns (1.44) 
33. Cardiac hypertrophy (0.53) 
40. Myocarditis (0.018) 
A su...rnmary of the conclusions on the findlngs in the 
first ~~llion drafted men, in such findings as oertain to 
pulmonary and cardiovascular systems, is given by the 
writers: 
1. uIn those states in which the local Doards re-
ferred most cases of suspected tuberculosis to medical ad-
visory boards was the smallest proportion of rejections for 
tuberculosis at the camp. 
2. "In general, the proportion of men referred to 
~edical advisory boards and who later carne to mobiliz~tion 
camps depended in part upon the familiarity of local boards 
with susoected disorder and in part with the accessibility 
of the medical advisory boards. 
3. "The -os rcentage 0 f men re J ected at m ') bili za t ion 
camps was 5.0 up to August, 1917, rose to 5.7 by October, 
fell abruptly to 1-02 in December, rose to 3.0 in February 
Rnd declined to 2.6 in April-May. Thus, December was 
characterized by the greatest proportion of men accepted 
despite defects and the smallest prooertion rejected. 
This month marks the acme of our purpose of securing an 
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army even by making use of more or less defective men. 
4. tiThe ratio of men rejected differs greatly be-
tween the different States. 
5. tiThe variations in proportion of defects aSBOC-
i8cted with the different Sta.tes was due :TIjre to the various 
ideals af the examiners at camps than to variations in the 
c'Jnstitution of the po')ulati.on of the States. 
6. "Functional heart diseases were rarely found; of 
the cases found about 75% were rejected. 
7. IlVaricose veins in different forms were found in 
exce}Jtionally gre~t numbers in Minnesota and sconsin and 
t.he mountainous region of the extreme Northwest. This 1s 
probably associated with the tall stature of the Scandina-
vians who predominate in much of this territory. 
8. IITuberculosis was found in exee )tlonal amount in 
men from Arl~ona, New Mexico, Colorado and California. 
i 
This is exp1ained--rnany ac~ive cases who had gone to these 
states for cure were included in the draft. 
9. "Pulmonary tuberculosis is equally COmIl1')n in men 
from rural and from urban districts. 
10. !tThere was an excess of nearly 60?~ in the inci-
dence of mitral insufficiency in recruits from rural dts-
tricts. 
11. "Varicose veins are much cC)mm0ner in recruits 
from cities than from rural districts. 
12. ,jEnd')cardt tis and cardiac hypertro;:>hy are commoner 
in rural than urban districts, and this result is possibly 
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dependent upon the greater incidence of arthritis. 
13. flValvu1ar heart disease is roughly and inverselv 
~ ~ ~ 
correlated with the density of the DODulation." 
In the Reports of the :J.iedical Department of the 
!J. S. Army in the 710rld War (9), the discharges for dis-
ability are given by age groups, of both officers and en-
listed men, total of colored and white in the United States 
and Europe, between April 1, 1917, and December 31, 1919. 
This is the only data found in the Army statistics in 
which the age groups are given (above 21-30) so that a com-
parison might be made with the figures given in Tebles I, 
II and III. However, the perce:1tages are even lower than 
found in the drafted recruits, for several reasons: the 
figures represent for the most part conditi,ns developing 
after gaining admission to the Army; are only those of 
sufficient severity to warrant discharge from the Army; 
and the living conditions of a great many of the men in 
the group, especially those at the higher age levels, had 
undoubtedly been uniformly good for many years because of 
many years of Army life. Nevertheless, let us see how the 
relative frequency of the causes for discharge frim a 
gr::mu renresent ing a mean annual st rength of 3,901,186 
men during the 21 years, comnares with the same conditions 
found in an instant of time at Ingleside (the numbers refer 
to rank in list): 
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TABLE IV --RANK OF FREQUENCY DF F:CJRTEEN PUViiONARY AND 
CARDIOVASCUL~R IlVIPAIRMENTS: CAUSES FOR DISCHARGE 
CF)lf;DARH'D viTTH SAt\!lTP DEF"'CTQ wiljT1\JD IU INGLECJ.IDE PA "IwNTS .~ , .. ,- .;..;J , ~ 1 , a,i.....!..::J l.;J -." .J. -....... w,_ ?1' .... }...J 1 "'" 
Imp'm't 
~, Ape Groups 
J.5-2v 21-~5 2.2.,-30 31-35 3b-40 41-45 46-50 51-55 50-02 


















































1 - 1 
12 - 12 
5 - 5 
4 - 6 
10 - 10 
9 4 9 
8 3 8 
2 2 2 
3 - 3 
13 - 13 
6 5 7 
7 - 4 
10 - 10 
11 - 11 
1 1 1 1 1 1 8 
- 11 8 12 - - 9 
4 5 9 3 9 5 11 
- 6 - 5 - 8 12 
- 10 7 7 4 4 1 
5 9 - 11 7 - 6 
- 8 5 8 5 7 7 
2 2 3 2 2 2 2 
- 4 - 6 - 6 13 - -. - - - - -
6 7 4 9 6 9 5 
- 3 6 4 8 3 4 
3 10 2 7 ?:. 4 3 --' 
7 12 10 10 - 10 10 
A I A I A I 
1 5 1 10 3 9 
- 7 - 6 - 10 
4- 9 4 12 - 11 
~I - 7 13 - 12 1 3 1 1 1 
- 10 - 9 - 7 
7 6 6 4 - 3 
3 2 2 3 2 4 
8 - r::: 11 - -J 
- - - 81 - -- 8 - - 8 
6 3 8 5 4- 5 
2 4 3 2 1 2 

















We see that pulmonary tuberculosis ranks first inootb groups 
UD to the age of 40, when it drops to 8th place among the 
defects studied, in the Ingleside group. The values seen 
in the Ittotall1 mayor may n:)t be signlficant---whether the 
strain of army life during the War caused tuberculosis to 
be more active and cause for more discharges or not, is a 
q'Jestion well worth considering. The same could probably 
be said of bronchi tis, wh"_ch is 5th in the number of cases 
am"'ng the army discharges in the above list. while it is 
well toward the bottom of the list in the Ingleside column. 
Mitral insufficiency ranks second in frequency in most of 
the age groups for both, but in the total, hypertension, 
cardiac enlargement and arteriosclerosis ')utnumber this 
defect in the Institution. I believe that the greater 
average age of the Ingleside patients is alone en')ugh to 
explain this difference. The condition of arteriosclerosis 
-
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was found in Ingleside to outnumber the hypertensions two 
to one. In the army figures from which the above table 
was made:, arteri:)sclerosis and hYDertension were listed 
under one heading, hence the same ranking number given to 
each. If the term tlarteriosclerosis and hy')ertension" 
means only those enlisted men in whom both were found, the 
incidence would be low, because the two conditions are not 
necessarily related, except where a condition of hy~ertension 
has been Dresent for a long time (16). Also, since the Army 
figures used above are discharges f::lr disability, and ar-
teriosclerosis is more or less an idioyathic condition in 
the later years of life and is not';art lcularly disabling, 
we have another plausible reason for the seemingly low 
incidence in the Army group_ This viewpoint of defects 
being disabling 11l.ay be another reason why ;:11 tral stenosis 
and aortic valve lesions seem to be 20 orevalent in the 
Army group, judging from Table IV. 
Group of 100,924 Male ,E:olicyholders 
Sydenstricker (13, 14) and Britten (15) maintain that 
the prevalent practice in the civilized world today of 
using mortrdity rates as an index to disease prevalence is 
quite wrong. In f~~ct, as far as is known, no infor.::nation 
is available in the literature as to whether a corresponding 
associati')n would be found in the examinations of the 
physdical condition of persons in various economic or 
broad occupational groups. In the belief th;:::t some light 
could be thrown upon this important question by the large 
mass of records of medical examinations of insured oer-
sons which has been accumulated by the Life Extension 
-
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Institute, they attempted an analysis ()f over 100,000 of 
these records. The records clJver the examinations of 
100,924 males, Dollcyh;lders in more than 40 life-insur-
ance comDanies, made not to determine whether the persons 
were eligible fC?r insurance, but for the pur~ose of a 
health check on men already having their insurance, and 
the examinees were assured that the findings would be 
kept in strictest confidence. The men were divided ac-
cording to occupation and also according to age. 
This study is not exactly reflective of the general 
U. S. population either, for two main reasons: the per-
sons exa~ined were alreRdy a selected group, b~l pol-
icyholders; and they all belong to a middle and UDDer 
stratum of econ')mic staticm. It was th8t they 
COJ.ld be di:iTided into the following broad occupati:mal 
groups: Agricultural 4,444, Professional 1~,480, Exe-
cutives, I\!Ierchants, Builders, etc. 15,182, Managers, 
Salesmen, etc. 22,309, Clerks 13,654, and Skilled Trades 
16,964. It is fully realized that no very precise 
meaning can be attached to a comparison of impair.:nent 
rates in these various broad occupational groups for the 
reason that a clear-cut economic and 80cial differentia-
tion is not possible from the data at hand. However, in 
the 11eht of the interesting differences found in 3ritish 
mortality data (1) aC00rdlng to social class, even rough 
differential rates of iillpairment among broad occupational 
groups are worth consideration. If there is difference 
-
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in rates between various occumtional groups, mental and 
:)hysical strqin of everyday life, as well as industrial 
hazards, must play some role in the cause of such differ-
ences. 
For the grou~ of respiratory conditions, the preval-
ence rates foy' chronic conditions found on yhysical exa-
minations were too low to JUBtify any consideration at 
different ages. An occurrence of slightly higher rates 
for all conditions, except asthma, in the Skilled Trade 
group is Dossibly suggestive and in not consistent with 
other data. 
It is pointed out ths.t in this work physical impair-
ments were recorded 1:W the eXar!1iners wi thout gi ving a de f-
inite diagnosis. Thus a diagnosis of heart conditions, 
such as mitral regurgitation, is not recorded on the exa-
mination form. Instead, information is given as to lo-
cation and character of the murmur. A diagnosis for 
statistlcal purposes only was arrived at by the staff of 
the medical department in the Life Extension Institute. 
Table V g1 ves the rates of 0revalence, a 1 .. 1 ~:;tges, for the 
various lung and heprt c')ndltions so rec0rded and inter-
preted, and co~parable results at Ingleside. 
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erABLE V--FREQUENCY OF CERTAIl\f HESPIRJ~TORY l1ND CARDIOVAS-
CULAR DJPAIRlflENTS IN 100 ,924 ;Uc\LE POLICYHOLDERS CDMPARED 
'fO THOSE IN 850 INGLESIDE PA'I'IENTS--ALL AGES, BROAD OC-
CUPNT'IJNAL GROUPS 
I:~airment Pct.of Persons Examined 
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Skilled Trade ----------------26.0 
INGLESIDE ------------------41.7 
Veins: 
Acrricultural ------------------4.1 o 
ProfeSSional ------------------5.1 
Business ----------------------6.8 
Skilled Trade -----------------7.4 INGLESIDE __________________ 10.0 
-
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Al though a remarkable uniformi tv a 1:nears in the rates 
,__ _. Lr ~ 
for the various broad occuDational groups, it may be noted 
that the farmer group has lower rates for valvular diseases 
than any other occupational class. (It was also pointed 
out that the farmer group has the highest percentage with 
pulse rates below 58, and the lowest percentage with )ulse 
rates of 90 or more). The .authors contend that withcmt 
further information any comment on the reasons for such 
marked differences is purely speculative,_ 
It must be borne in mind that the figures given above 
are for all ages, and that the average age of the insurance 
group under consideration is somewhere around 30 years, 
with a decidedly small percentage bf the total number of men 
over 50, whereas, as we have alreadY'Jolnted out. the aver-
age age of the Ingleside patients ls nearly 50 years, with 
more.natients in the 80's than there were 24 vears and ,. . 
under. In theinsurance group we find such conditions as 
cardiac enlargement, valvular lesions, arteriosclerosis and 
varicose veins rising in frequency to nearly the Ingleside 
total percentage, in the upper age groups. For example, 
the a.uthors found that 47% elf the men 45 years of age and 
over (which is as high as their tables specifically give 
the ages), have arteriosclerosis. By reference to our 
Tables I, II and III, we find that in the comparable ages 
at IngleSide (45 years and over), of 573 patients, 327 had 
arteri0sclerosis. Th'!s is 57%, and includes, of course, 
the patients of 80 vears and up, in whom 100% had the 
-. 
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condit ion. _ S'J the aJparent increase in incide::1ce of 
arterial thickening in the mental hosJital over the in-
surance group is not so gre~t, when really comparable data 
are taken into consideration. 
Similar findings are true with cardiac enlargement, 
etc. 
The farmer group in the survey of policyholders was 
fo~nd to have the lowest incidence of val~llar lesions, and 
in the earlier age groups, the rate was found to be particu-
larly low, but from 50 years of age and up the rate rises 
to the same level and even slightly surpasses all but the 
s\;:illed trade group. The wri ters suggest the t p8ssi bly 
this might show the prevalence to be exoected in any group 
as a normal Dart of the aging process. If their suggestion 
is true, the higher incidence of valvular lesions in the 
total Ingleside group over the insurance group is explained, 
at least partially. 
No age distribution is given by the authors in resnect 
to varicose veins, 'Jnly the- totals as ouoted in Table V, 
so that the slightly higher incide[lce at Ingleside could 
not be check for correction, but it seems logical that the 
same explanat1o:1 can be g1 ven, namely, that the higher 
average age of the HOSDi tal group gives 1l.lgher t:)ta,l in-
cidence of degenerative and wearing-out im')airments. No 
marked differences in the occupational groups were found 
in respect to varices, which seems to be a rather signifi-
cant negative finding--that inherent venous weakness and 
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degeneration with advancing age must be more of an etio-
logical factor in varicosities than is occupation. 
It was found that the incidence of enlarged heart 
and arteriosclerosis was "Jractically the same in all sub-
divisions of the Business group up to the age of 45, after 
which the incidence rises rather markedly in those who do 
do the most manual work, over the generally gradual rise 
in inc idence with advrinc ing age in the other oc cupa t ions 
of this group. 
To summarize, for most conditions, the agricultural 
group seems to have rates definitely below the average for 
all 100,924 men examined, with the exceptions notably for 
teeth, stomach and abdominal conditions; and the genito-
urinary 's~istem. The farmer rates are low for diseases of 
the eye and ear, nose and throat, heart and pulse, blood 
vessels, and many miscellaneous conditions. The profes~ 
slonal group conforms more nearly to the average for the 
entire number of men considered. Few conditions were 
foutid to have excessive rates, and, onthe other hand, 
there were not very many with particularly low rates. The 
Busi.ness group anproxtmates the average flJr the entire 
number e onside1:~ed in nearly every resnect. The skilled 
trade group stood out distinctly from the others in a num-
ber of res~'ects. Its rates of impairments were excessively 
high for eye and ear, teeth, heart and -:)ulse, and many 
miscellaneous cbnditions. The desirability of a study of 
the rates of impairments in the spec i fi c oceu ')a tlions 
.-
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making up this grouD is suggested. Again, it sh~uld be 
emphasized that one could not expect in this study to find 
very marked differences between the groups, since the lower 
social levels are but slightly represented. This last 
statement~ as suggested earlier in this paper, may be a 
verv important factor in explaining the differences seen 
in the group of psychiatric patients, plus the factors 
already mentioned of greater average age, poor personal 
habits, etc., of the mentally ill in the Institution. 
16,662 Metropolitan Policyholders 
Another study of phYSical examinations of oolicy-
h,lders is made by Dublin, Fisk, Lyman and Kopf (5). 
Many timely observaticms are made, especis ..lly in regard 
to the imnortance of universal periodlc health eX:3.mination, 
and to the causes of impairments found. 
In support of what has already been se~id, they say, 
IIBoth mlnor and serious phYSical defects exist in the gen-
eral populstion, a~d are too often overlooked by the indi-
vidual, and later result in much personal suffering and 
needless 108s to the community. The results ')f the Army 0 
draft examinatl::ms :'lnd of industrial employees 80nd of 
achool children show this is truer then is generally 
reRlized. II They also point out the essentiali ty of early 
discovery of imnairments f~r proper correction. 
This study deals with a survey of physical impairments 
of a fairly homogenous group of 16,662 men, po1icyhJlders 
of the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company, examined by the 
Life Extension Institute in 1921. Special effort is made 
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to determine et~~loglcal relat1~nships. The grouo is very 
urobably the first portion ?f the group studied by Syden-
stricker and Britten discussed just above. 
Up to the time of this study (1925), this group of 
16,662 men c'::mstituted one of the la.rgest groups ever exa-
mined u.nder uniform c')ndi tiona, apart from the Army draft 
examinations. Various interrelationships were studied, 
i. e., hypertension to obesity, diabetes to obesity, etc. 
The exam' nations were made hy 8 ,000 medj~cal examiners, and 
20% by the medical staff of the Institute in the New York 
office. There was uniformity throughout, and the findings 
were treated confidentially. The men were informed that 
these were not insurance examinations, but ~erely a check 
on the health of the policyholder population for statisti-
cal purposes, thus all defects were freely disclosed by 
the men. Also, the examinations were entirely optional, 
80 that those with imoairments were more likely to be 
anxious to come for check-up and advice. 
59.5% of the 16,662 were over 34 years of age, as 
comDared Wi th 53.3% wh" are over 34 1 n the general run of 
eJoDulation in the Uni ted States. There WB.S a preoonderance 
of clerical, mercantile and executive ~ursuits. Also, the 
~etroDolitan being a com~any whose regulations are such, 
these were in somewhat bet,ter economic cond.ition than the 
general run of ')olicyholders. iJn the other hand., being 
"bette~ off" financially than the general run of men, there 
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is more reason to believe that this group would be more 
I 
heavj .. ly weighted with phys ical impa irments than the general 
run, by reason of lack of exercise, stress and strain of 
business worries, etc. 
The chief errors in personal hygiene were reported 
for th5. s group: 
Too high nrotein diet---------37.6% 
Too little water consumed-----36.9% 
Too much tea and coffee-------40.7~ 
Other errors of diet----------46 6% 
Excessive alcohol------------- 0:7% 
TemDerate use of alcohol------ 6.9% 
Tobacco excessive-------------33.l% 
Tobacco temperate--------~----12.3% 
Hours of work too 10ng--------26.4% 
Lack of exercise--------------60.8% 
Family and personal history were taken, but deemed of 
little value for tpis study. The chief ohyslcal findings 
presented an extraordinary picture of the large number of, 
and gravi ty of ilWJairments found in people who are up and 
about, apparently able to carryon a day's work. The 
findings themselves, (as has been seen in all ')hysical 
examination surveys), suoply good reason for these exa-
8inations. 
12.9% of all were overweight m~re than 20% of averRge. 
Ingleside showed only 5%, which, using these authors' ex-
ulanations, could be accounted for in at least two ways: 
the mental patients originally come mostly from the lower 
social strata; and in the Institution attention is oaid 
to the patients' diet and regularity of habits. This 
group showed no material difference in valvular heart 
lesi')ns, but there was a higher proportion of enl:~rged 
hearts and pulses above 90 than in oersons with normal 
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weight. 
Blood'Jressure was high in twice 8S many overweights 
as n0rmal weights, while, conversely, the Jverweights show 
smaller oercentages-,f arterial thickening. At Ingleside 
over half (53%) of the Jbese had hypertension, ""hile only 
21% of the normal Jr und:c'rweight patients had h:i.gh blood 
pressure. This comryares very well with the authors' ob-
servations, and sh~ws, it seems, a very definite relation 
between obesity and hypertension as to cause Jf the latter. 
The relation of diet (other than excesses leading to 
obesity), tobacco and alcohol did not seem to shoW any 
great effect on blood 1ressure in users or abstainers. 
Coffee and tea users sho~ed a slightly higher incidence. 
LJW blood oressure was only slightly, perharyg insignifi-
cantly, pronounced among excessive tobacco users. 
The findings in this group bear out the findings of 
athers in that arteri0sclerosis aad hY'Jertension are not 
always related. 'rhe writers call attention to the error 
of regarding arter~al degeneration as wholly a senile 
disease, rather than a condition or tissue change pos-
sibly due to many causes, especially infections in youth. 
Other findings with resoect to heart and pulse ab-
n0rmali ties were of such less incience than the Ingleside 
percentages as has been seen in the foregoing compar::1tive 
studies. 
In regard to the respiratory system, 97.2% were 
reV)orted normal. Only 0.4% shawed susn8cted or inci')ient 
-. 
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tuberculosis, while only six cases (0.037%) were found 
to have the advanced or moderately advanced f·::>rm. From 
this finding, if true, there can be no doubt that the 
16,662 meti reoresent a highly selected group, even above 
the total of 100,924 re00rted by Jydenstricker and Brit-
ten, ')f which these are und'lubtedly a part. 1.2% were 
found to have br0nchltis, which com~ere8 favorably with 
the 1.4% found in the Hospital group. A high percent8ge 
of the bronchitis cases were excessive tobacco users, 
rticularl:v n')ted in the Ingleside examinations 
also. 
The conclusions of Du!,lin, ?isk, et a1. are summed 
up in ')ue sentence: IIDue to findj_ngs, wider extens ion of 
Deriodic he,,:l th examinat i ems is indica ted, such examina-
tions to be "'ollowed by hY.",,ienic advice and orompt treat-
ment.1! 
Hagerstown Stud~ 
In the autumn of 1921, the Statistical Office of the 
United States Public Health Service be,v;an w')rk thHt was 
continued over a period of nearly two and one-half years---
--a series of repeated observations upon t~e incidence 
of illness in a general pODulation group in Hegerstown, 
jEaryland. A record of illness aceording to cause was 
secured for a population of between 8,000 and 9,000 per-
sons. The population actually observed for the entire 
period included ab')ut l, 600 familie s, composed of ab::H),t 
7,200 white oersons of all ages arId both sexes, living 
under conditions that in no remarkable way were unusual. 
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'2:'he ily was the unit for observation, and, so far as 
possible, all members actually resi~ent in each family were 
under observation. 
A prel i minary house-to-house survey Vias made, in 
several sections of the city, in the course of which the 
tion of t sec tion Vl8,S enUInera ted and rec ords were 
made (a) for each individual relating to color, sex, and 
age, ,ast occurrence of certain contagious diseases and 
present chronic o~ acute diseases or ailments, and (b) for 
each household relating to its general economic status, 
sanitary conditions, method of excreta disposal, and water 
and milk supolies. This survey was followed by a series 
of 16 c8.nvasses, each household being visited by a trained 
field assistant at intervals of from six to eight weeks. 
At each visit a history of the incidence of sickness in 
the fsmily since the previous visit, with a statement of 
date of onset, duration, extent of disability, attendance 
of a phySician, etc. was taken. All statements were regu-
larly checked U'Jon by systematic refere1ce to weekly ab-
sence from school reports, reports of cases treated in 
vari::ms clinics, reports of plnacticing ~ohysicians, re-
ports of viSiting nurses, physicians' diagnoses, etc. 
The cooper~tion given by the families was very satisfactory 
and gretifying, and since the families resided in several 
sections of the city, and composed about one~fourth of its 
total white population, it is believed that they con-
stituted a fair representation of the groups which aDpeBr 
to differ viith reS'Ject to economic status and sanitary 
environment. 
In all, 19,054 illnesses were recorded during the 
28 months' period, December 1, 1921 to March 31, 1924. 
Since 16,840 I'years of exposure lt were recorded, an an~ 
nual rate 1s shown of 1,131.5 per 1,000 population. (A 
u year of eX;josure'; being the equivalent of one person 
observed for one year.) During the same period, the 
annual death rate for the entire white pO:Julatlon of 
Hagerstown, exclusive of non-residents, was 10.6 per 
1,000. 
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Upon the assumption that the illness rate of 1,132 
per 1,000 Drevailed in the entire population of the city, 
an inc idence of slightly ."lore than 100 cases of illness 
for each death is indicated. 
The cases of illness were divided into ten broad 
groups, of Which the respiratory diseases and diseases 
of the c ircula tQry sy stem concern us. l'he diseases in-
cluded under "respiratory disee,ses" are: influenza with 
respiratory complications, pulmonary tuberculosis, dis-
eases of the nasal fossae and annexae, lar:ynx, bronchi, 
bronchopneumonia, lobar pneumonia, pleurisy, congestion 
of the lungs, asthma, em<ohyserna, Silicosis, etc; and the 
annual rate was 668.6 cases per 1,000 persons observed. 
This is over 500 per th1usand more than the next most 
"}revalent disorder. The "circulatory diseases" include 
pericarditiS, acute and chronic endocarditis and myo-
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cardi tis, coronary diseases, other c'liseases :)f the arteries, 
diseases of the veins, anomalies of blood ~ressur~, throm-
boses, etc., and the annual rate was f:)und to be 35.9 cases 
per 1,000 persons observed. The extremely high iricidence 
of res'Jirat::>ry diseases at once challenges attention. 
Other 8 tudies of disabling sickness amrmg wage-earners (8) 
have sh0wn their relatively high frequency, but their 
Drep:)nderance among causes of illness in a general oopu-
latlon group had not before been so definitely known. 
Naturally, a large number of the resoirat:Jry illnesses 
were made up of the common cold, so that this study tells 
us nothing saecific as to amount of anyone disorder for 
comoarison with Ingleside data. 
Showing the utterly unreliable picture that use of 
ill:)rtality data gives of the health of a pooulation, note 
the reversed differences .:i..nthe morbidity and mortality 
figures of the two groups of diseases: 
AIR • nnua ate Per cent 
Cause per 1,000 
"i!~-~. t 1 lhorrnCl- :,10r a - Morbid- Marta 1-
All Causes ---------------
Respiratory diseases------
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The death rate at Ingleside, comQuted for the years 
1934 and 1935 was 5.9~ per year, or an annual rate of 59 
Der thousand, from all causes. Deaths from Dulmonary dis-
eases ran 9 -per 1,000 -oer year; and from cardiovascular 
diseases 32.9 per 1,000 Der year. The reasons for the 





adult ?opulation in which over half are above 45 years 
of age. A com?arison to Sydenstricker's table of rela-
tionshius can not be made, because the physical findings 
are for only a short period of time--really an instant of 
t i_me--mali:lng it impossible to c:)mpute annual morbidity 
rates. However, com-luting the death rates, we find that 
15.2% of the deaths were respiratory, and 55.8% were 
cardl.ovascular at Ingleside. 
Further comment of a general nature is hardly neces-
sary. The difference in the two pictures :nlght be sh,wn 
in another way, by estimation of the number of illnesses 
for each death: 
Disease Group Number of Illnesses per Death 
0 50 100 200 300 
1 f . \ t , \ 
ALL CAUSES 107 
ResDiratory, all 318 
Circulatory, all • 10 
Computing the Ingleside findings .thusly, even thQugh 
we have no means of arriving at the annua.J morbidi ty rate, 
we find: 
An average of 14 res'Jiratory death per year and 51 
cardiovascular deaths per year '" for the years 1934 and 
1935. There were a total of 262 respiratory defects 
found, and 1,010 cardiovascular defec te. The eX8.minat!.')rls 
being for only an instant of time, taken in .. the summer, 
would acc':)Unt for th~ lowered incidence of respirat')ry 
findings, as c")rrt'Jared to the Hagerstown group, where all 
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colds, influenza, acute bronch~tis, etc. was included, 
over a ceriod of 28 months. 
Number of Defects per DeB.th 





Finally, Sydenstricker compares the age curve for ill-
nesses with the age curve for mortality. In his greph, not 
reproduced here, the mortality curve exhihits the usual 
high noints at the age of infancy and at old age, with 
the relatively low level in childhood and early adulthood. 
The morbidity curve, on the other hand, shows no variations 
of such magnitude. In other words, di sease kills chie fly 
at two periods of life---in infancy and toward the end 
of the "natural s'Jan"---whereas disease, with far less 
discrimination, causes discomfort, suffering, illness, and 
disability at every age. Here again, the inadequacy of 
mortality statistics as an index of health is clearly 
stl.own: 
Ages No.illnesses ~er Death 
Under 5 ---------------------- 60 
5-14 -------------------------550 15-24 ________________________ 20  
25-44 ------------------------150 
45-64 ------------------------ 50 
65 and over ------------------ 10 
-. 
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TABLE VI--DE,ATH RATES PER TH::'lUSAND BY AGE GROUPS; UNITED 
STATES, 1920. (12) 
Under 1 --------96.7 
1-4 ------------ 9.8 
5-9 ------------ 3.0 
10-14 ---------- 2.3 
15-19 ---------- 4.1 
20-24 ---------- 5.7 
25-34 ---------- 6.9 




75 and over ---135.1 
Study ,Q.f 8,758 White !ami1ies 
Collins (3) has collected data similar to that from 
the Hagerstown survey, resulting from canvasses of 8,758 
white families living in 130 localities in 18 states, and 
including 39,185 individuals. Each family was visited at 
intervals of 2-4 months to obtain a sickness record for one 
year. This was mostly during the years 1929 and 1930, so 
for com-:Jarison, the mortallty data is taken for those 
years. The following results were obtained in regard to 
respiratory and cardiovascular diseases: 
Disease Anm,lal Annual Estimated 
Case Rate Death Rate Deaths L 100 cases 
Respiratory 32.9% 0.184% 0.56 
Circulatory 2.69% 0.239% 8.88 
Here again we see a high inc idence of res'oira tory cases 
because of high incidence of the common cold in the course 
of one year. Respiratory de8ths were largely pneumonia and 
tuberculosis, which enter into the total of respiratory 
cases in relatively small numbers. Here again, resDiratory 
diseases, includi ng everything frDm the c o:nm'!n cold to 




illness, constituting 40% of all illnesses, and occurring 
nearly four times as often as gastrointestinal diseases, 
whlch were next in order of frequency. As to death rates, 
circulatory causes come first, with respiratory a fairly 
close second. Gen.eral diseases, including carcinoma, is 
third. 
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Scales are so made that the adjusted 
rate f'lr Etllages represents an inter-
val on the vertical scale that corresDonds 
on the horizontal scale. 
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A close study of these graDh8 gives an explanation 
to the differences seen in the graphs on pp. 41 and 42, 
between the Hagerstown group and Ingleside. In advanced age, 
which IngleSide represents, incidence of respiratory disease 
falls off and circulatory incidence rises, while the lethal 
effects of both show a rise. 
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Mortality Among Social Classes -----' -~ 
Britten (1) studies a collection of data in an effort 
to ascertain the difference in incidence of various causes 
of death in ten states from which mortality statistics were 
available. A special comparison of the prevalence and d1f-
ferences thereof in the various social levels was attempted. 
He found that mortality rates emC)ng male industrial and 
equivalent workers are greatly in excess of those in the 
higher econC)mic classes (business and professional). These 
differences are noted among young adults as well as in the 
older ages, and tal{en broadly, a-opear to be ass·)ciated 
with comDlex social, econC)mic and racial distinctions as 
well as with specific occupational hazards. 
Causes of death showing most excessive differences 
between the clas ses were tuberc'.-llosis (PJlmonary), pneu-
monia and aCCidents, with rather marked differences also 
for ne'Jhritis, cancer and heart diseases. It hs"s long 
been known that mortality in England varies with the 
social class, and since some estimate can be made in the 
United States, such differences are found to be more marked 
here. 
Taking the ratio of Amer1can m')rtality to English for 
the higher classes as 100, the corresponding ratios for the 
othe classes may be expressed as follows: skilled labor 
112; em~_skilled 123; and unsl~illed 140. No doubt high 
negro ity in large Northern cities plays some Dart 
in th s excess over English figures. Three age groups are 
-
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tal{en: 15-24, 25-4-4·, and 45-64; and tendencies are seen 
to be the same in all three, as regards differences between 
the cla.sses. 
Nothing will be gained by reproducing here the tables 
given by Britten, t8 sh8w the differences menti0ued. Suffice 
it tr) say that there were 26.2 dei''lths Der 100,000 deaths, 
fr0ill Dulmonary tuberculosis among nr:)fessional men in 1930, 
whilst at the highest end of the list comes the unskilled 
group, with 184.9 deaths per 100,000 deaths, from tuberculo-
sis. Heart disease showed a range from a low of 177 per 
100,000 in the 'Jrofessional group, t,) 243 in the unskilled. 
Cerebral hemorrhage, from 48.3 ~n the UD,?er levels to 
58.3 in the unskilled. With such a difference i~mortality 
rates among the vari~us groups of the general Dopulation, 
whv should there not be the differences noted in physical 
impairment rates among the classes, and greatest of all 
in the class of mentRlly ill? 
Industrial workers show a great increase in death 
rates from tuberculosis over other groups. Lanza and 
Vane (8) 1)resent evidence to show that the silica dust 
hazard has a great deal to do '''lith this increase, but 
since silica workers m8~ke up only a Itttle over half a 
rntllion of the industrial workers, other factors must 
also be a work, as suggested by i3ritten. 
Tuberculosis Jeath Rates, 1931 
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While on the mort811ty phase of the subject, it might 
be of interest to note what William A. White, SUperintendent 
of Saint Elizabeths Hospital, 'Sashlngton,D.C., tells us by 
special correspondence: 
"I have your letter of January 28th requesting certain 
statistical information in regard to the occurrence of 
various disease entities in the population of this 
Hospital. 
IIi regret to inform you that we haVE not the infor-
mation you ask for regarding the physdcal diseases of 
our patients. The only statistics we have that we can 
refer to are those of the various mental diseases. With 
respect to these I may state what I t.hink is not gener8 .. 1-
ly known, and that is that the incidence of death is 
considerably higher for the mentally ill than it is for 
the corresponding classes as to age and sex in the 
general registration area of the United States, and that 
the average age to Which these patients live is in direct 
relation to the malignancy of their mental disorder. In 
this resDect we classify our mental cases as follows: 
First, the paranoid types of reaction, whtch live ap-
proxim8.tely to the same age a.s the ge-(1eral pO'Julation; 
then c orne the manic-de,Jressi ve group, which do not live 
auite as long; the dementia precox group, who die a 
little younger yet; then the epileptic types of reac-
tion, which are a little shorter lived. Following this 
there are the various grades of feebleminded, running all 
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the way from mild degrees t~ profound idi~cy, and the 
death rate here corresDonds to the depth of the mental 
involvement, so that the idiots d"e very young indeed, 
whereas the high grade imbeciles and morons are able to 
get c-:dong quite well for a considerable number of years. 
This, I think, is a very important factor to bear in 
mind in dealing with this wh01e group, because it 
shows that In spite of our efforts at creating a 
favorable environment, the differential death rate runs 
against those who are handicap'Jed by mental dj sorder. It 
Findings in 1260 Autopsy Cases 
A study of the incidence or distribution of disease in 
1260 cases coming to autopsy was made by Freeman (6, 7). The 
diseases listed are not necessarily the cause of death, but 
are those found ·')resent at autopsy, which mayor may not 
have given Dositive uhysical signs in life. COrllDared with 
findings in the living Ingleside patients: 
Autopsy cases 
1260 
Valvular Heart Disease 
Aortic Lesions 
Active Tuberculosis 
Healed Tb. (c~mDared with 











It is unfortunate that Freeman and others have not 
re~orted more extensively on this t~?e of work, for a 
comuarison of incidence of disease fouad at autopsy, where 
diagnosis is almost certain, to physical findings of B-
ease in anv group w::mld serve as a good check upon diag-
nostic ability physically, as well as give a true picture 
0f incidence of imDairments. However, this method is nil 
from standryoints of treating those af?ected except to give 
an idea to examiners of what to look for in checking the 




There is an insufficient amount of data in the civil-
ized world today f0r a true health-check of the population. 
There are more seric)Us and disabling im~oe.irments a:n':lng 
our apparently able-bodied peonle than is generally realized, 
and c'Jnsequently there is need for some method of universal 
neriodic health examination, 2nd of early advice an treat-
ment for defects f'Jund. 
Mortality rates do not give a true 
ally ill patients show a higher incidence of 
physical defects, and a higher death-rate, in relation to 
the severity of their mental disorder. 
The more or less ideal environment in a Psychiatric 
Hospital, and the vegetative life led by a great many of 
the patients, has little or no effect on the incidence 
of Pu onary and Cardiovascular impairments, 'lor, aoparently 
on t death rates therefrom. 
Un:i.formity is greatly needed in ccmducting physical 
examina tions of any le.rge group of persons, from the maki"ng 
of the physical diagnoses, to the recording and tabulation 
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